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ON EXTREME POINTS OF THE NUMERICAL
RANGE OF NORMAL OPERATORS1

C. R. MACCLUER

Suppose A is a bounded normal operator on the Hubert space H.

Then the extreme points of the closure of the numerical range are in

the spectrum of A. This follows because the convex hull of the spec-

trum is the closure of the numerical range and because the extreme

points of the convex hull of a compact set are in the compact set. The

object of this note is to point out that more can be said about the ex-

treme points of the numerical range itself. Namely

Theorem. For normal operators the extreme points of the numerical

range are in the point spectrum.

Proof. Let A be a normal operator on the Hubert space H. Let

A(^4), W(A), n0(.4) denote the spectrum, numerical range, point

spectrum of A respectively. Suppose that X is an extreme point of

W(A). Then 0 is an extreme point of W(A -X) = W(A) -X. Also

n0(.4 —X) =n0(.4) —X. Thus for our purposes it is sufficient to show

that if 0 is an extreme point of W(A), then 0 is an eigenvalue.

Because W(eaA) =eaW(A) and Ilo(ei$A)=euTIo(A), and since 0 is

an extreme point of the convex set W(A), we may assume that W(A)

lies entirely within the closed right-hand half plane Re z^O.

By the spectral theorem for normal operators, A is unitarily equiv-

alent to a multiplication on L2(X, p) by a function a(x) in LX(X, p)

where (X, p) is some finite measure space. That is, after a change of

notation, H=L2(X, p) and (Af)(x) =a(x)f(x) for all / in H.
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Because we have assumed that the numerical range of A is con-

tained in the closed right-hand half plane and since the closure of the

numerical range includes the spectrum, Re a(x)^.0 a.e. Suppose 0

is not an eigenvalue. Then \a(x)\ >0 a.e. Let £1= {x in X; Im a(x)

èO} and E2= {x in X; Im a(x) <0J. Then because 0 is an extreme

point of W(A) there is an/ in H with ||/|| = 1 such that

(4/,/) = 0=  f a(x)\f(x)\2 dp = f a\f\2dp+ f a\f\2dp
J X J Bi J Ä,

= r«|x^/|2^+ fa\xsj\2dp
" X " X

=  I  a\gi\*dp+  I  a|g2|2¿M
J x J x

= (Agi, gi) + (Agi, gt) where g{(c) = xsi(x)f(x).

But Re(i4g,-, gi) =0 since Re a(x) ^0 and (Agi, gi) + (Ag2, g2) =0. Also

ImUgi, gi)^0 and Im(^g2, g2)^0. Note that (Agi, gi)^0. For if

(.4gi, gi) =0 then (.4g2, g2) =0 which implies that/ and a have com-

plementary support which is impossible since ||/|| =1 and |a(;e)| >0

a.e. Thus (Agi, g2)^0. Set h(x) =g<(x)/||g,||. Let\i = (Ah{, hi). Thus
we have the two points Xi, X2 in the numerical range, both on the

imaginary axis, with 0 as an interior point of the line segment which

joins them. This contradicts the assumption that 0 is an extreme

point of the numerical range. Therefore 0 is an eigenvalue and the

theorem is proved.

As an example consider the Hubert space Li(X, p) where X is the

closed unit disc and p is the two-dimensional Lebesgue measure. Let

A be the normal eigenvalue free operator

(Af)(z) = zf(z).

Since the spectrum of A is the closed unit disc and hence is the

closure of the numerical range, without computation one may con-

clude that the numerical range is exactly the open unit disc.
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